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Instructions: Complete this document comprehensively but concise by not exceeding three pages. Feel free to 
include figures / images of samples and results from previous research at the end of the document. Return to 
andrew.venter@necsa.co.za  

 

Principal Investigator Title Name Surname, Institution, Department, Tel, E-mail (if student provide level of study) 
Co-Investigator(s) Title Name Surname, Institution, Department, Tel, E-mail [Repeat as necessary]  
Date  First date of proposal submission 
Experiment Title Provide a descriptive title for your experiment / study 
Instrument(s) Options are MPISI (Neutron strain scanning), PITSI (Neutron powder diffraction), 

D8-Discover (X-ray strain scanning), D8-Advance (X-ray powder diffraction) 
Sample environment PITSI instrument only: Cryostat (3.5K ≤ T ≤ 350K) / Furnace (350 K ≤ T ≤ 1800K) and 

temperature ranges required 
Days requested Provide an estimate after discussion with an instrument scientist 
Deadline Provide a date when all measurements should preferably be completed 
Project type Commercial (paid-for beam-time) or academic (free, requires publication) 
Abstract Describe the project in no more than 150 words 
Sample (s) 

Number  
Provide all information if available: 
How many samples 

Material Chemical composition and crystallographic information 
Forms Solid / powder / liquid 
Volume Provide the volume and/or dimensions 
Weight Provide the weight 
Container Specify if there are any significant container specifications. 
Storage Any special storage requirements e.g. freezer etc. 
Prepared Are the samples prepared? If not when will it be available? 
Hazards Be very specific and provide details - Specify toxicity / radioactivity / hygroscopic / 

corrosive, etc. 
 

Scientific background and significance 

Xxx 

 

Aim of the project 

Xxx 

 

Sample description 

Xxx 

 

Preliminary research work / simulated results 

Xxx 

(Please note that initial XRD results must be supplied before investigations are conducted on PITSI) 

 

Proposed experiment 
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Xxx 

 

Measurement methodology/planning 

Xxx 

(Please note: Also indicate if data analysis must be performed by the instrument scientist or the client) 
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